
I’d like to take my few minutes today to talk to you about creating structure in designs.



If we look around, there are many examples where the all-important structure in a design is very subtle, as though it were a secondary 
concern to the information.  In prose we use a little extra space between paragraphs and in code we use indentation.  To my mind, this is 
exactly the way it should be.



But for some reason UI designs often seem to want to unnecessarily scream and shout about their structure by excessively using lines and 
boxes.  Furthermore, such prominent structure throughout means the design loses control of a user’s perception, since genuine emphasis is 
all but impossible.

How, for example, would you reliably direct a user’s attention to any particular spot on this page?



Compare that to the subtle,  whitespace-heavy structure in Google’s search page, where a single arrow is sufficient to direct a user’s 
attention to a particular spot.



Not only that, but if they want to emphasise something more strongly, like an important revenue stream, then simple lines and boxes are 
available for highlighting because they aren’t a basic building block of the design.

The  structure  we  see  in  designs  is  explained  by  something  known  as  the  Gestalt  Principles.   They describe  various  psychological 
phenomena that are hard-wired into our visual perception, and, as such, are entirely intuitive, and, when consciously used, very powerful.



That items are grouped by lines and boxes, as we’ve seen, is described by the principles of Enclosure and Connection, but it’s the other 
Gestalt Principles that clarify how we can use mere whitespace to create the more subdued structure I’m encouraging.



The principle of Proximity, for example, says the same grouping achieved by boxes and lines is also perceived when things are simply 
closer together.



It’s one of the reasons we don’t need fully gridded tables like this.



But can use just whitespace instead.  The removal of the lines ensures the information is at the forefront by subduing the structure, thereby 
allowing us to absorb the information much more readily.



The principle of Similarity, meanwhile, suggests grouping and commonality is perceived whenever items have a similar appearance.



That is why the colours of the points on this scatter plot create three distinct series.



Unlike the others, the principles of Closure and Continuity aren’t directly related to grouping.  Rather, they essentially say that we see 
complete shapes even when they’re incomplete.



But we can use this structurally as a softer version of explicit boxes and lines by merely suggesting their presence.  Here, for example, the 
combination of the block titles and alignment of the content makes us see boxes where there aren’t any.



Going back to the Google search results example, it’s now immediately clear where and how extensively the Gestalt Principles are being 
used.  Proximity clusters the result details and creates the menus, Similarity creates the list of results, and so on.



Imagine if, rather than using whitespace for structure, Google decided to use boxes and lines instead.  You might end up with something 
like this.  It’s distracting, and as we know, completely unnecessary!



So why not try shifting the structure of a design to the background and the information to the fore by using whitespace through the power of  
Gestalt Principles rather than excessive lines and boxes.


